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Cover Page: Grant Finlay’s Avro 504 takes flight recently at 

Waharoa 
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FLIGHT LINES 
HAMILTON MODEL AERO CLUB INC. 

July 2021 
www.hamiltonmac.org.nz 

 
PATRON Graeme Bradley – Retired and living a well-deserved   

life of luxury  
 

PRESIDENT Grant Finlay                  027-273-7461  
VICE PRESIDENT Gordon Meads              021-125-2911 
SECRETARY Alan Rowson                07-843-3889  
TREASURER Alan Rowson                021-025-93002 
CLUB CAPTAIN       Sel Melville                   027-482-3459 
BULLETIN Ed. Dave Crook    021-123-6040 
(Editorial Email:  send to:  chloecat@xtra.co.nz )                                                                                           
 
COMMITTEE: 
Mike Sutton   
Chris Tynan 022-353-9231  
Sel Melville 027-482-3459  
Dave Crook 021-123-6040    
Lyndon Perry               021-0251-8474                                                   
Wayne Cartwright 022-1534-679  
 
WEB SITE Grant Finlay   
CATERER Colleen Tynan  
 
CLUB NIGHT:   Wednesday 14 July, 2021 7.30 pm  
VENUE:  Beerescourt Bowling Club 
 68a Maeroa Road - Hamilton  

 
Club Night Theme:  Anything goes plus bring along your current 

project. 
 
Club Themed Flying Day:  Float Plane Day, July 11 at Lake Kainui 

(Lake D) 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Presidents Report 
Grant 
 

Winters here…go north for warmer weather 

they say…so what did I do, I went south to 

Queenstown for ten days ….well I got that 

wrong, it certainly was not North and 

definitely not warmer….but apparently it was 

a lot drier down there than back here in the 

Waikato! Yes it appears the weather in the 

Waikato has been a bit wet for the last few 

weeks and only last weekend’s huge high with frost and sunshine could 

make up for it! A large turnout at the field on Sunday helped release 

some of the winter blues for many and there was a heap of flying done. 

Whilst in the south island, I managed to catch up with one of our former 

club members Ivan Krippner who along with his wife Kylie own and fly 

a tourist float plane off the lake at Te Anau.  

 

Recently they 

purchased a second 

hand Cessna 206 

Float plane from 

Australia and after a 

lengthy refurbishment 

& upgrade process 

they commissioned 

the aircraft for tourist 

flights. It was great to 

see this aircraft on the 

water and looking 

very flash. I didn’t get to fly in it this time, but that does leave something 

to do next time I head down that way. 

This of course leads onto our July monthly club flying event which is 

our Float plane day at Lake Kainui (Lake D) Horotiu this Sunday 11th 

July. The weather forecast isn’t looking too bad at present so fingers 
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crossed on that one! The rescue boat is sorted so we are set for a fun day 

flying off the water. 9am is kick off time, so I’ll see you there bright and 

early. 

Junes themed club flying day was to have been a Warbird flyin but alas 

I’m told the weather was at best foul, so it ended up being a non event. 

None the less, the weekend before hand was the Tauranga auction which 

many of us went over to, and for the most part I think our club guys had 

a good time spending money and selling lots (ah Alan !), so not 

everything was lost in June to the weather. 

 

 
 

 
 

Alan’s in here 

somewhere 
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For Junes Club night we revisited the progress with the Hangar Rat 

builds. A number of models had been finished with some others still on 

the go. Dave, Bernard and Brendan gave us more information about 

building/flying the Rats and plenty of tips as we lead into our Hangar 

Rat Indoor evening. This is all set to go on Thursday July 22nd between 

8:30pm and 10:30pm. Thus make sure you get plenty of rest and your 

Nana Naps in during the afternoon so you will be all set for a late night. 

Now if I can just get on to building my own Hangar Rat I will be sorted!! 

If you’re wondering what the topic is for Julys Club night, well so am I. 

But never fear, by the time it gets here I’m sure we will have something 

sorted with all those suggestions that have been rolling in…!! If 

someone is keen to do a demo or presentation in the coming months 

don’t be shy,  just let me know and we can help get you sorted. 

Remember to bring along your models for show and tell and anything 

else that may be of interest to the rest of the guys. 

 

Promoting HMAC. This week we had an approach from a local Waikato 

Community Radio station asking if we were interested in partaking in a 

“Documentary Episode” about HMAC and its members. If you would 

like to be part of anything to do with this if we go forward with it, let me 

or one of the committee know. 

 

Right, that’s my lot for the month. I haven’t done much flying, so here’s 

hoping that the coming weeks are fine on weekends. Make sure you play 

safe and fly well, remember to do those range checks before you fly and 

fly from the pilots box so you can communicate your intentions with 

your fellow pilots on the flight line. These simply little practices are 

what keeps everyone safe. 

 

Cheers Grant 
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Message from the 
treasurer: 

Alan 

 

Membership cards have been received 

from MFNZ. 

I have handed them out to the members 

that have been at the field last week.  As 

I was not at the field last Saturday and 

Sunday Gordon handed out a large bundle. 

The members that we don't see at the field I have posted out. 

 

I have 13 cards left and these will be handed out at the next club night. 

 

(If you are a regular attendee and have yet to receive your MFNZ 

membership cards please see Alan next club evening…Ed) 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Contact person : Dean Clarke  
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HMAC’s 2 I.C. 
Gordon reports on ……….. 
 

RC Skydiving 
 

Several months back an interesting project 

presented itself to me.  

“Charly “ the skydiver appeared in my 

possession  via a very tortuous path....needless 

to say he had been through many hands before 

ending up in mine! 

Charly  is a Robbe (A German company now long lost into the mists of 

time) RC skydiver/parachutist,  and yes, he was marketed under that 

name!  His age is early 1990’s so he has got a bit of “life experience” 

under his belt although he had never ever made his first jump!  Hmm, I 

thought, we had better christen this virgin. 

A bit of setting up required....zero instructions available on line or 

anywhere else so I had just better wing it...what could possibly go 

wrong???   

So, battery, rx & switch in his lower half and servos for arms & 

parachute release in top half. This seemed to sort of work on the bench. 

Had a bit of a look on YouTube (bad mistake) to see how to pack a 

parachute, ah piece of cake! 

 

I then rigged up a Heath 

Robinson affair to carry 

him aloft on the side of 

my Maxi Stik tow plane 

(using the glider release 

& rubber bands) which 

seemed to work ok. (I’m 

not sure whether 

skydivers like being 

carried on the side of the 

plane facing forward 
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but....get over it mate!!) 

All looked good last weekend and with Aunty being co-opted as “Charly 

pilot” we committed to the wild blue yonder.  We thought we had better 

do the first release a good distance away from the people in case the 

worst happened, eg. uncontrolled freefall on someone’s head! 

 

All went well, release, the chute opened and 

he was falling gracefully towards the ground. 

Aunty was whining & moaning that he had 

no orientation so didn’t know which way to 

steer him but did a successful landing a 

couple of paddocks away!  WOO HOO, 

success!! 

So then we thought we had better have 

another go a bit closer to the field. All went 

well until release when he freefalled.. and 

freefalled ..and freefalled,  into the ground! 

Freefalled across the road into a herd of 

cows...Ouch! that hurt!!  

 

 
Charly not good second time around. 

 

Aaahh ! 
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Charly is now in the orthopaedic ward at Waikato hospital recovering 

from two dislocated shoulders but we are told he will make a full 

recovery. Any flowers, grapes, chocolates, etc. would be appreciated. He 

has vowed to “get back on the horse” and try again when he has 

recovered from his injuries. 

The Crash investigation unit has been on the job and concluded that the 

cause of the accident was faulty packing of the parachute. The packer 

(me) has been dismissed from his job because of incompetence and court 

action will be following. 

 

 

 
Charly seen here in good spirits before Gordon packed his 

parachute 
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And from the  
Bulletin Editor: 
Dave  

Once again a big thank you to everyone 

that sent through articles, reports and photo’s for this month’s July 

newsletter. 

Being winter and with many flying events now in hibernation or simply 

too cold, wet and windy to get out to the field I thought I was really 

going to struggle putting this one together. But in the end everyone’s 

contributions made my job a lot easier and something hopefully you 

enjoy reading. 

 

Hanger Rat Indoor evening 

in now only two weeks away 

so if you haven’t yet built 

your Hanger Rat I suggest 

you make a start just in case 

you don’t quite get it right 

first time. Give Frazer a call 

and see what he has left in 

stock if you wish to join the 

party at the last minute. A 

number of us will have 

winders available to use on 

the night so you don’t have 

to worry about purchasing 

additional items.  

If of course members do 

wish to carry on with Indoor 

recreation of the flying kind, 

winders, rubber and all the 

other bits and pieces can 

then be purchased.  
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Aircraft I Dream About— 

Messerschmitt M17 

Bruce Pickering 

Wilhelm Emil "Willy" Messerschmitt, born in Frankfurt in 1898, 

became an aircraft designer and manufacturer. Although famous for the 

Bf109 and the Me209 he was responsible for designing and building 

many aircraft of different types. As a young man he befriended German 

sailplane pioneer Friedrich Harth. Following the First World War they 

worked together, while Messerschmitt studied at Munich Institute of 

Technology and Harth built aircraft at the Bavarian Aircraft Works. In 

1921 they collaborated in designing and building a glider that they 

designated S8. With this aircraft they unofficially broke a world duration 

record, and they went into partnership running a flying school for a 

period. Later that year Messerschmitt designed and successfully flew a 

second glider, the S9. 
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In 1923, after graduating from the Munich Institute of Technology, 

Messerschmitt had a falling out with Harth and they separated. 

Thereupon Messerschmitt founded his own aircraft company, building 

sailplanes. Within two years, progressing through motorised gliders, he 

began to produce small powered sport and touring aeroplanes. In 1927 

Messerschmitt merged with Bayerische Flugzeugwerke (BFW) and they 

produced the M17 and M18, followed by the M20, which proved 

disastrous for the new company as well as for Messerschmitt personally. 

 

Two M20s operated by Deutsche Luft Hansa crashed early on, causing 

Luft Hansa to cancel further orders. This resulted in serious cash flow 

problems and the newly merged company became bankrupt. The head of 

Luft Hansa lost a close friend in one of the crashes, resulting in his 

becoming a powerful personal enemy of Messerschmitt. By then war 

clouds were looming on the horizon. Hugo Junkers, Messerschmitt’s 

chief competitor, had fallen out of favour with the leading Nazis and lost 

both his right to build aircraft, and indeed his life, by 1936. As a result of 

nefarious claims and accusations Messerschmitt was denounced as a 

traitor and very nearly had a similar end. But he went on to build aircraft 

throughout the war, with designations Bf and Me. 

After the war Messerschmitt was tried for using slave labour and 

collaborating with the Nazis. Following a prison term he took up again 

as head of his company, but because Germany was forbidden to 
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manufacture aircraft until 1955, he began producing prefabricated 

buildings, sewing machines and small cars—most notable the 

Messerschmitt Kabinenroller, an example of which is in the Classic Car 

Museum in Hamilton—I would love to own one. In the early 1950s he 

exported his talents to Spain, designing a trainer for Hispano. Then after 

1955 his company produced aircraft under licence to Fiat and Lockheed. 

Before his death in 1978 he saw his company merge first with Bolkow, 

then Hamburger Flugzeugbau, finally becoming Messerschmitt-Bolkow-

Blohm.  

For all his colourful and 

intriguing history, Willy 

Messerschmitt started out 

modestly, building gliders. 

The one we are interested in 

here is the M17, a successor 

to the S15and S16. With a 

wingspan of  11.6 metres 

(38 ft) and an odd fish 

shaped fuselage the aircraft 

was a two-seater of wooden construction that weighed a mere 198 kg. 

Maximum take-off weight was 370 kg, giving a respectable wing 

loading of 35.6 kg/sq metre (7.29 lb/sq ft); compare that with the modern 

unpowered ASW 22 at 50.9 kg/sq metre (10.4 lb/ sq ft).  

Typical of a style that became more evident later, he employed light 

weight, an advanced wing section of cantilever construction and small 

fuselage cross section. Like many others of its time its design afforded 

the pilot limited, if any, forward visibility. The engine was a 29 hp 

Bristol Cherub II. First flown in 1925 it was very similar to a Polish 

manufactured aircraft, the RWD 1 that was built three years later; the 

RWD 1 didn’t last however and was scrapped after a couple of years. 

In September 1926 an M17, with pilot and passenger aboard, flew from 

Bamberg, Germany to Rome, a distance of over 1000 kilometres. The 

flight took over 14 hours, but the tiny 28 litre fuel tank had to be refilled 

every three hours. They reached a respectable altitude of 4500 metres 
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over the Alps, a considerable achievement with an engine of only 29 hp.  

That little motor gave the M17 a top speed of 140 kph—cruise speed 

was 125 kph—with a stalling speed of 65kph. The M17 won a number of 

competitions and it was this aircraft that allowed Messerschmitt to build 

his first factory.  

 

Of the handful of aircraft built only one survived and is today hanging in 

the Deutsches museum in Munich.  In 2004 the Messerschmitt 

Foundation first flew a replica M17 that they had painstakingly built. It 

is housed at the Manching Aviation museum in Bavaria and it makes 

regular appearances at the International Aerospace Exhibitions in Berlin; 

see the video on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CGqY_KPH40 

Would it make a good model?  Well, at least one modeller in Germany 

thinks so. Watch him fly his one: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5e1OagpkTA   

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CGqY_KPH40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5e1OagpkTA
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June Club Themed day flyin 

“Warbirds” 
 

Photo credits: Brian Holden 

 

 
 

 

Gordon with his 1/3 scale Sopwith 

Pup. 
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Moo 
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Hopefully Bryce knows 

which plane he’s flying 
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Fokker DVII’s always look good 
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……And while not strictly a Warbird a Draco 
made its first flying appearance at the field 
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__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 
 

 

https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&url=https://www.boredpanda.com/funny-travel-airport-memes/&psig=AOvVaw3vxjI46OnKodmBG1zSBdzI&ust=1625707028700000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAcQjRxqFwoTCPC5nvDkz_ECFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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Playing with Plovers – Not 
Recommended 

 
You may think this noisy 

creature that flies around our 

field from time to time making 

an awful screeching sound is 

just another bird that can be dive 

bombed and teased….as we do 

with our resident Magpies. 

Well we all know too well that 

Magpies can be a little vicious 

and many a slow flying model 

such as a Glider can be their target of attack. Often, if a strike is made by 

a Magpie, the model can come off second best with the tell tale 

claw/scratch marks left behind to remind you of the encounter!! 

Well a few weekends ago Lyndon and I were at best tormenting a 

number of Plover Birds with our Radian gliders as any sensible bird 

loving glider pilot would do!  We were having a great time letting the 

birds get close to the models before powering away or looping to get 

back behind them…all in good natured fun…! 

Well it seems these Plovers put up a little more than the “Bluff Attack” I 

thought they were doing. After one small apparent hit I started to doubt 

my theory that these birds used mere scare tactics and maybe I needed to 

be a little more cunning…and with that thought fresh on my 

mind…THWACK ….suddenly an attack for the rear of the Radian saw 

the Rudder Dangling in the Breeze and hanging off its control pushrod. 

Needless to say, only luck got the model back down to the ground with a 

lazy gentle circle under no directional control what’s so ever! At least I 

still had elevator control otherwise it might have been just a little bit 

more messy than it already was! 

So there you have it…Plovers..One…Grant.. Nil . 

Therefore, heed my warning…. if you are playing dodge ball with 

Plovers or Magpies & using a lightweight model, beware these birds can 

do more damage than you can imagine....Ouch! 
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Grant  

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&url=https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/249105423121836814/&psig=AOvVaw27IjAK3IiLG8CakB15o00E&ust=1625707581996000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAcQjRxqFwoTCNiG1frmz_ECFQAAAAAdAAAAABAK
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RYAN PT22 RECRUIT 
 

SEAGULL MODELS 90IN WINGSPAN 

ENG 35CC NGH (NEW) 

7 SERVOS WITH 6 BEING 20KG 

THIS MODEL IS IN EXCELLENT 

CONDITION AND FLYS EXTREMELY 

WELL. 

THE REASON FOR SELLING AS I HAVE TO DOWN SIZE AS 

MAY BE MOVING 

TO A SMALLER PLACE. 

 

$1290.00  ONO 

 

PHONE  ALAN   02102593002    

OR 07 8433889 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&url=https://www.stockfreeimages.com/p1/sale-sign.html&psig=AOvVaw3xa30DIDUhlEJpugnYZ78s&ust=1620287534825000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPj-nN2HsvACFQAAAAAdAAAAABAG
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I am downsizing my fleet of model planes. I can 

be contacted on 022 3755326 or I will be at the 

next meeting. 

 

Cheers, 

Erl Kean. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&url=https://www.stockfreeimages.com/p1/sale-sign.html&psig=AOvVaw3xa30DIDUhlEJpugnYZ78s&ust=1620287534825000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPj-nN2HsvACFQAAAAAdAAAAABAG
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In case you missed it………………… 
Club Night 9 June 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

A few completed Hanger Rats made 

their appearance 

1 
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Lots of free stuff – 1 - 4 
 

 

 
 

 

 

2 

3 
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Wayne’s Beast Plus (Not free) 

We await the next float plane 

day 

4 
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__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Frazer’s partial wing build for his new 

Classic Pattern ship 

https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&url=https://sayingimages.com/airplane-meme/&psig=AOvVaw3vxjI46OnKodmBG1zSBdzI&ust=1625707028700000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAcQjRxqFwoTCPC5nvDkz_ECFQAAAAAdAAAAABAS
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And what’s been happening at the 
field….. 
 

 
Rex’s SE5A takes a break 

 

  Rex in action 

Bryce 

and 

Tundra 
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Sel’s Cirrus just 

waiting for a pilot  

Dave 

with 

Lanzo 

Bomber 

Stuart 

with his  

Airrotic 

Explorer 
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Wayne and 

Aces Stik 

Chris’s 

Fokker 
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Dennis was quite 

happy before this 

happened 
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Warren and Lyndon with  

Lyndon’s Pitts Special  
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Grant’s 1/3 scale Piper Cub 

Looks and fly’s great 
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As we agreed, 

anything happen s to 

Charly and I’m not 

responsible ok 
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Anyone sneak off to Waharoa lately ? 
Photos by Colleen 
 

 
 

 
 

Stan’s Spitfire 

Pilot - Grant 
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Grant’s Avro 504 
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__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
 

One of these planes has 

a real pilot in it 

https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&url=https://www.tinypulse.com/blog/sk-miseries-of-performance-reviews-as-told-by-dilbert&psig=AOvVaw2N2JAuv74vQf-7wNbNYtYx&ust=1625707390288000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAcQjRxqFwoTCNDd9Ljmz_ECFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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Chris’s Corsair…. 

…..With a not so happy 

ending 
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Ambury Thermal 
Thaw Report 
By Dave 

 
 

On 20 June Auckland Soar once again held its annual Mid-Winter 

Thermal Thaw event. This event has been flown since 1984 but given 

the ever changing evolution of the gliders which we fly, the format has 

changed over the years. What used to originally be a Thermal A contest 

with full house gliders and winches has now shifted to electric gliders, 

primarily Radians inclusive of altimeter devices so no one gets to cheat 

on their launch altitude.  This of course makes the event so much fairer 

unlike the days of winch launching when the differences in launch height 

could make or break the contest. However, regardless of which type of 

aircraft are flown, like all competitions the aim remains the same: to 

have fun. No seriously we’re all in it to win it !      

This year I was the only one venturing north from the Waikato to 

Ambury Farm Park in Mangere Bridge for the event. While there were 

others from out of town the majority of the competitors were the 

homebased Auckland Soar club member’s keen on keeping “their” 

trophy in their possession.  

For the 2m/Radian event launch height was either 200 metres or 30 

seconds whichever came first with a target flight time of seven minutes 

plus landing points. The closer to the centre of the tape the more points 

you got, simple. 

The open event was similar in launch but with a ten minute target flight 

time. 

With a reasonable breeze, overcast conditions and rain forecast to hit 

around midday there was little in the way of mucking around as we had 

no idea of how the weather was going to pan out. Luckily once the rain 

had passed through flying resumed with the conditions having improved 

considerably but by then we were all into the last round of the contest. 

The air up high was wonderfully smooth which helped many flyers 
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achieve maximum flight times. A number of pilots were spotted having 

to lose height quickly to avoid losing time on the score sheet.  

 

Many thanks to the CD’s for the contest. Firstly to Chris Kaiser of 

Auckland Soar for looking after the scores and to end the event Aneil 

once again provided a wonderful BBQ lunch with what has now become 

the famous Thermal Thaw vegetable soup. Worth travelling to the event 

just for lunch alone. As always a great event. 

 

P.S. The event was once again won by Auckland Soar flyer and all round 

nice guy Dave Larsen. Yours truly placed third (must try harder next 

year). 
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Ambury Farm Park with 

Mangere Mountain in the background 
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NPMAC EVENT CALENDAR 2021/2022 
 

For those that like to travel around the provinces to fly, and 

let’s face it many of us do, Steve Blackman from New 

Plymouth has kindly forwarded their NPMAC calendar. 

 

Anything of Interest ? Head south and give it a try 
  

July 4th Multi-wing/Bipes and Tripes  

July 18th Warbirds  

Aug 1st Civilian/Agricultural/Vintage  

Aug 15th Pylon/Speed/Falcon 40, Team & Wild Thing Race  

Aug 29th Electric planes/Gliders (Slope Soaring if windy) 

Sept 12th Warbirds 

Sept 26th Multi Wing/ Bipes & Tripes 

Oct 10th Floatplanes – Lake Ratapiko  

Oct 24th Wings Badge Training & Retest Day 

Nov 7th Civilian/Agricultural/Vintage 

Nov 21st Pylon/Speed/Falcon 40, Team & Wild Thing Race 

Dec 5th Warbirds 

Dec 12th Floatplanes – Lake Ratapiko /Christmas BBQ 

 

INDOOR TSB CLUB NIGHTS 2021  

Jun 18 & Oct 22 and March 11 2022 

 

2022 

Jan 2nd Multi Wing/ Bipes & Tripes 

Jan 16th Civilian/Agricultural/Vintage  

Jan 30th Electric planes/Gliders (Slope Soaring if windy) 

Feb 13th Warbirds  

Feb 27th Multi-Wing/Bipes and Tripes  

Mar 18th-20th Memorial Fly-In Weekend  

Mar 6th Pylon/Speed/Falcon 40, Team & Wild Thing Race  

Apr 3rd Wings Badge Training & Retest Day  

(March 6th)Apr 17th Electric planes/Gliders (Slope Soaring if windy) 
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May 1st Warbirds 

May 15th Multi-Wing/Bipes and Tripes 

NDC  

Sep ALES 200 Class M, ALES Radian Class P 

Oct ALES 123 Class N, ALES Radian Class P 

Oct Hangar Rat/Indoor HL Glider NDC  

Nov ALES 200 Class M 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&url=https://goodmorninggloucester.com/tag/far-side/&psig=AOvVaw0kVgjdlNpRP65IDVoTkH-e&ust=1625708125943000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAcQjRxqFwoTCNiI_vToz_ECFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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Parting Shot 
 

 
 

At the end of a beautiful sunny winter’s day even the Red 

Baron (Chris Tynan) has to pack up and go home eventually 
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Coming Events 2021 

 

July 2021 
• HMAC float plane day @ Lake Kainui (confirmed) 

July 11, 2021 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham Downs. 
• HMAC Club Night 

July 14, 2021 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

• HMAC Indoor Fun Fly Evening 
July 22, 2021 8:30 pm – 10:30 pm @ TeRapa Sportsdrome, Church Road, 
Hamilton North (opposite the Cock & Bull). 

 

August 2021 
• Cloud Tramp Free Flight Rubber Competition (5a.m.) at Tauhara Park 

August 8, 2021 5:00 am - @ Tauhara Park - Hamilton (Using the park entry 
at the end of Bramley Drive) 

• HMAC Club Night 
August 11, 2021 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

• HMAC Monthly themed flyin 
August 15, 2021 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton 
 

September 2021 
• HMAC Club Night 

September 8, 2021 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

• HMAC float plane day @ Lake Kainui (confirmed) 
September 12, 2021 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham 
Downs. 
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Next Flight Lines August 2021 
August Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 4 August 2021 

       
For further up to date event info please visit: 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/ 

https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&url=https://boingboing.net/2020/07/10/gary-larson-quietly-brings-bac.html&psig=AOvVaw0kVgjdlNpRP65IDVoTkH-e&ust=1625708125943000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAcQjRxqFwoTCNiI_vToz_ECFQAAAAAdAAAAABAL

